


Dear Minister of Health Patty Hajdu, 
 
The Government of Canada assures the public on its webpages 
that exposures to radiofrequency (RF) energy (=radiation) from 5G 
technologies and from everyday wireless devices such as cell phones 
and cell tower antennas are safe. Canadians for Safe Technology 

(C4ST) has fact-checked some of these statements and found 

them to be inaccurate and misleading to the point of being 

“misinformation.” 
 

Safety Code 6 (2015) is outdated and does not protect the 

health of Canadians and other living beings from RF radiation. 
There is ample science to demonstrate that RF energy (=radiation) 
is a "known human carcinogen" and is not safe below maximum 

exposure limits in Safety Code 6. 

 
You and other government officials allowing this ongoing health 
travesty to further accelerate with the roll out of 5G are accountable; 
I and the over Twenty Thousand Canadians who have signed the 
Suspend 5G appeal urge you to act without further delay. 

 

From: 
Name____________________________ 

Signature_________________________ 

Address________________________ 

 _________________________ 

 _________________________ 
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TO: 

Health Minister Patty Hajdu 

Health Canada 

Address Locator 0900C2 

Ottawa, Ontario 

K1A 0K9 
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